                            "Get A Life"  Blog #15
It probably has a lot to do with what I'm reading, but everywhere I look these days, I see the word, "patina"!                                                                                       "Patina"...                                                                                                                                           I've used that word, myself, for years. Something with patina is an honorable thing that has endured the tests of time, yet it has an indescribable "sheen". An item with genuine patina can absolutely steal...your...heart!                                                                                                 In fact, way back in ancient Rome "Pliny the Elder" wrote extensively about different kinds of patina, including those which were artificially applied. Patina has evolved from a simple marker of age to an authenticator of status.  In today's society the "nouveau Riche" are under the impression that shiny new expensive things show people that you have money.                                         BUT....                                                                                                 EXTREMELY  expensive items with GENERATIONS OF PATINA demonstrate that the owners have "OLD" money. You know the "OLD MONEY" types! :They say "no" to faux. They own authentically patinaed items. These people have class, lineage and unnaturally straight posture.                                                                                               
Do you know that even the Renaissance artists got into patina? Believe it or not, some of them would blow tobacco smoke onto their newly-painted paintings to artificially age them. They thought a "pedigreed-looking" painting would surely bring a better price. How people's views change over time! THESE DAYS we'd likely say, "NO, THANK YOU!" to a smoky-smelling painting! Put frankly: We'd "smell a fake"!                                                             
What's more: We find that the battle of the mindsets on patina goes on with classic car aficionados: There's that extremely rare occasion when a "barn find" is discovered, and that barn is a veritable time capsule which has protected that car for an amazing number of years, keeping that precious treasure "frozen in time". The finish IS what it IS...untouched. "Barn find" or not, sadly, accepting the natural patina is difficult for some. Countless  people who buy classic cars want a finish that is so shiny you can see your reflection, and the original surface, whatever it was, is destroyed. Moving on to additional thoughts on patina: Let's do an about-face! Have you ever heard of classic cars known as "Rat Rods"? You haven't? Well, then, please allow me to educate you! We all know that extremists creep into every special interest group, or so it seems...The "Rat Rodders"  have the car's surface sanded off and layers applied to resemble rust and tired paint. Dents are acceptable and well-loved, too! And, to finish off "the look", they often have missing parts or sport cast-off car parts from other cars. (SO WHAT if only two hubcaps are left and the rim on one wheel is red while the other three are black?) That only adds "humor" to "the look"!  Curious? Google "Rat Rods" and you'll see photos that will make you blink to believe your eyes!                                                                                     
 Now, because I'm no "furniture snob", I live in a household where most of my furnishings are either antique or second-hand, and I love that! I grew up with stuff like that, so "patina" is "my thing"! There's no doubt that I absolutely LOVE a good piece of junk furniture! I know you'll likely be jealous when I tell you this, but I am the PROUD OWNER of a genuine American "dump find" that dates back to the 1700's. Yeah! It's a handmade New England Stepback Cupboard made from "old growth (13"boards!) walnut"! (Definition: a 1-piece cupboard that has storage on the bottom enclosed by wooden plank doors and open shelves on the top that have less depth than the bottom.) Antique dealer friends of mine found it in an old farm dump in Indiana, cleaned it up and sold it to ME! That was in 1986, which means I've owned that delightful item for 35 years. OK. By this time you're saying, "WHAT? A "New England Stepback Cupboard" from a farm dump in INDIANA??? Yep! That's what I said! It was probably hauled west from New England in a wagon after the Revolutionary War. The British had burned the homes and barns of many New Englanders, so the government allotted those farmers fresh new land on "the frontier". We now know that land as Ohio, but who's to say some of them didn't keep traveling further west? This cupboard is so extremely "patina rich" that I can't help but smile every time I get near it. Talk about being, "Down in the dumps", this poor sweetie netted worm holes, a little rot, mud and whatever else! Luckily, a former owner had waxed the shelves with, probably, a mixture of melted bees wax and lamp oil, which acted as a wood preservative to the inside throughout its "derelict years". I forbid bugs in my home, so I can guarantee you that nothing has ever crawled out of it. Nonetheless, I'll reassure you that I made sure that my husband never got a good view of the back of the cupboard, or it'd be "Down in the dumps" once again! Casual examination also reveals that someone pounded nails into the sides ...probably where they hung scoops and other kitchen tools so they'd be handy. HELP! I'm talking about patina, and I can't stop! 
Let me tell you that I KNEW it would inevitably come down to this! Just write a blog about "Patina" and see if you don't start to scrutinize everything around you! ...And that includes the face that looks back at you in the bathroom mirror! Genuine patina possesses that special quality of telling the stories of the surface that its on. So...there I stood in front of the bathroom mirror, taking in the "patina" on that face. "Hmmm...I thought. What's the verdict?" Well, brushing my bangs back, there were no "worry lines" across my forehead, so my face wasn't lying! I've never been a worrier. 
I smiled.
Oh my gosh! I couldn't believe what I saw! 
There were GROUPS of "smile parentheses" radiating out from the corners of my mouth that spanned the width of my entire face! WOW! What a statement!  Now, we both know that there's a WHOLE BUNCH of people in this world who would have been HORRIFIED to see that, but my own reaction was,          "How positive!" The indisputable evidence of an extremely happy outlook on life has been etched deeply into my face. Who, just WHO would ever get Botox and erase the evidence of having had so much to smile about in one wonderful life? Inventing my own words, I'll say that I've always been a "liver" who's always been a "laugher", so I think, "Heap on even MORE of that kind of patina!" According to Sophia Loren, "There is a fountain of youth: it is your mind, your talents, the creativity you bring to your life and the lives of the people you love. When you learn to tap this resource, you will have truly defeated age!"                                                                                                         When I read THAT , I thought,                                                                                    "Holy mackeral!  She's 'got my number'                                                                                                    
...and she doesn't even know me!"                                

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           



    

